Out of this World!

In the year of 1931 there were two little children called Amy and Allen. The two children lived on the corner of Bakery way. They lived with their aunty.

Back in Tasmania a little ant jumped down to the beach and found the bottle on the sand. The little ant unscrewed the the lid and read the large letters 'H.E.L.P.' The little ant climbed up the stairs and ran up to his little and nest and told the other ants to make a sign saying 'Help.' Two children are lost and find as many helicopters as you can and search all the island.

The little ants left the note at the front of the police station. As soon as anyone knew it there were a dozen helicopters flying around.

All of the helicopters came back and the two little children were in there too. The man on the channel 7 news was interviewing the children and the ants and he said if it wasn't for the little ants, Amy and Allen wouldn't have been alive.

The End

Orientation: Amy, Allen, little ant and an island

Complication: Two kids get stuck on an island

Resolution: The little ants tell people to get helicopters and look for them.
Grade Commentary

Ariel has demonstrated thorough knowledge and understanding of the conventions of a narrative. There is a well-developed sequence of events, but the resolution is weak. Ariel has displayed adequate skills in sentence structure and paragraphing but there is minimal use of adjectives and adverbs.

Ariel’s response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at a grade B standard.